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Agenda www.nersc.gov/users/training/events/parallelware-training-series-oct-nov-2020/ 

Part 1, Tuesday, October 27 

8:30 am - 12:00 pm PDT

Introduction to Parallelware tools: Ensuring 
parallel programming best practices

● 10’ - Introduction by NERSC

● 10’ - Welcome

● 20’ - Introduction

● 5’ break

● 20’ - NESAP Applications & Motifs

● 30’ - Catalog of defects and  best practice 

recommendations

● 5’ break

● 60’ - Parallelware tools: Trainer & Analyzer

● 5’ break

● 20’ - Homework

● 20’ - Q&A

Format: Remote lectures,  and demos,  and 
homework exercises

Part 2, Thursday, October 29 

9:00 am - 12:00 am PDT

Office hours [Optional]

● 60’ - Homework exercises demo

● 5’ break

● 110’ - Support, Questions, FAQs for 

using Parallelware tools

Format:  Remote office hours

Part 3, Wednesday, November 4

8:00 am - 1:00 pm PST

Guided parallelization of ZPIC: Ensuring 
best practices with Parallelware tools

● 30’ - Case study: Guided 
parallelization of ZPIC with 

Parallelware tools

● 20’ - Performance evaluation of ZPIC

● 10’ break

● 220’ - Bring your own applications

● 20’ - Q&A

Format:  Remote demos and hands-on

http://www.nersc.gov/users/training/events/parallelware-training-series-oct-nov-2020/


Parallel Programming Best Practices
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Start Deploy
Stage 1:

Preparation of the code for 
parallelism

Stage 3:
Optimize your parallel code

Stage 2:
Create a parallel version 

of your code

Analyze the source code to assess if the 
code is well suited for parallelism 

(e.g. AoS vs SoA)

Modify the source code accordingly to 
write code adapted to parallelism

(e.g. refactor AoS as SoA)

Analyze the source code to identify 
opportunities for parallelization 

(e.g. loops, reductions)

Modify the source code to write correct 
parallel code for CPU

Optimize concurrency (synchronization)

Optimize data distribution

Optimize communication

Optimize load balancing

Optimize data locality

Optimize data affinity

Verify the correctness of the new source 
code adapted to parallelism
(e.g. debugging & testing)

Verify the correctness of the new parallel 
code

(e.g. debugging & testing, data-race free)

Verify the correctness of the optimized 
parallel code

(e.g. debugging & testing, free of data 
races and data movement issues)

Modify the source code to write correct 
parallel code for GPU

Modify the source code to write 
performance-portable parallel code

“Develop parallel code using C/C++/Fortran targeting multicore CPUs and GPUs”



Ensuring Parallel Programming 
Best Practices

Products based on the Parallelware static 
code analysis technology are the first tools 

supporting this innovative catalog by reporting 

race conditions, data movement issues and 

best-practice recommendations to create 

efficient and bug-free parallel code.

Discover Parallelware tools  ›

Tools to automate time-consuming 
development tasks

Open catalog of defects and recommendations 
for parallel programming built in collaboration 

with experts in multicore and GPU programming 

to establish parallel programming best practices. 

Open set of curated example codes that clearly 

describe errors commonly seen in 

C/C++/Fortran parallel codes.

Discover open catalog of checks   ›

https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/

Open catalog of defects & recommendations

2020

https://www.appentra.com/products/
https://www.appentra.com/checks
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/


Stage 1: Prepare the code for parallelism

“Develop parallel code using C/C++/Fortran targeting multicore CPUs and GPUs”
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Start Deploy
Stage 1:

Preparation of the code for 
parallelism

Stage 3:
Optimize your parallel code

Stage 2:
Create a parallel version 

of your code

Analyze the source code to assess if the 
code is well suited for parallelism 

(e.g. AoS vs SoA)

Modify the source code accordingly to 
write code adapted to parallelism

(e.g. refactor AoS as SoA)

Analyze the source code to identify 
opportunities for parallelization 

(e.g. loops, reductions)

Modify the source code to write correct 
parallel code for CPU

Optimize concurrency (synchronization)

Optimize data distribution

Optimize communication

Optimize load balancing

Optimize data locality

Optimize data affinity

Verify the correctness of the new source 
code adapted to parallelism
(e.g. debugging & testing)

Verify the correctness of the new parallel 
code

(e.g. debugging & testing, data-race free)

Verify the correctness of the optimized 
parallel code

(e.g. debugging & testing, free of data 
races and data movement issues)

Modify the source code to write correct 
parallel code for GPU

Modify the source code to write 
performance-portable parallel code



https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/

Defects

PWD001: Invalid OpenMP multithreading 
datascoping

PWD002: Unprotected multithreading 
reduction operation

PWD003: Missing array range in data copy to 
accelerator device

PWD004: Out of bounds array memory 
access 

PWD005: Array range copied to the GPU does 
not cover the used range

PWD006: Missing deep copy of 
non-contiguous data to the GPU

PWD007: Unprotected multithreading 
recurrence

PWD008: Unprotected multithreading 
recurrence due to out-of-dimension-bounds 
array access

Recommendations
PWR001: Declare global variables as function parameters

PWR002: Declare scalar variables in the smallest possible 
scope

PWR003: Explicitly declare pure functions

PWR004: Declare OpenMP scoping for all variables

PWR005: Disable default OpenMP scoping

PWR006: Avoid privatization of read-only variables

PWR007: Disable implicit declaration of variables

PWR008: Declare the intent for each procedure parameter

PWR009: Use OpenMP teams to offload work to GPU

PWR010: Avoid column-major array access in C/C++

PWR011: Outline loop to increase compiler and tooling code 
coverage

PWR012: Pass only required fields from derived data types 
as parameters

PWR013: Avoid copying unused variables to the GPU

PWR014: Out-of-dimension-bounds array access

PWR015: Avoid copying unnecessary array elements to the GPU

PWR016: Use separate arrays instead of an Array-of-Structs

Open Catalog of 
Defects and 
Recommendations 
specializing in 
Parallelism

https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd001/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd001/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd002/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd002/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd003/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd003/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd006/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd006/
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr001
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr002
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr002
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr003
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr004
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr005
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr006
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr007/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr008/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr009/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr010/
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr011
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr011
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr012
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr012
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr013
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr014/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr015
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr016


PWR002: Declare 
scalar variables in 
the smallest 
possible scope
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www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr002/ 

Prevent parallel bugs

http://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr002/


PWR016: Use 
separate arrays 
instead of an 
Array-of-Structs
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www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr016/ 

Improve code coverage 
of tools and compilers

http://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr016/


PWR001: Declare 
global variables 
as function 
parameters
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www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr001/ 

Improve code coverage 
of tools and compilers

http://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr001/


PWR011: Outline 
loop to increase 
compiler and 
tooling code 
coverage
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www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr011/ 

Improve code coverage 
of tools and compilers

http://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr011/


PWR012: Pass 
only required 
fields from derived 
data types as 
parameters
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www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr012/ 

Improve code coverage 
of tools and compilers

http://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr012/


Stage 2: Create a parallel version of the code
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“Develop parallel code using C/C++/Fortran targeting multicore CPUs and GPUs”

Start Deploy
Stage 1:

Preparation of the code for 
parallelism

Stage 3:
Optimize your parallel code

Stage 2:
Create a parallel version 

of your code

Analyze the source code to assess if the 
code is well suited for parallelism 

(e.g. AoS vs SoA)

Modify the source code accordingly to 
write code adapted to parallelism

(e.g. refactor AoS as SoA)

Analyze the source code to identify 
opportunities for parallelization 

(e.g. loops, reductions)

Modify the source code to write correct 
parallel code for CPU

Optimize concurrency (synchronization)

Optimize data distribution

Optimize communication

Optimize load balancing

Optimize data locality

Optimize data affinity

Verify the correctness of the new source 
code adapted to parallelism
(e.g. debugging & testing)

Verify the correctness of the new parallel 
code

(e.g. debugging & testing, data-race free)

Verify the correctness of the optimized 
parallel code

(e.g. debugging & testing, free of data 
races and data movement issues)

Modify the source code to write correct 
parallel code for GPU

Modify the source code to write 
performance-portable parallel code



https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/

Defects

PWD001: Invalid OpenMP multithreading 
datascoping

PWD002: Unprotected multithreading 
reduction operation

PWD003: Missing array range in data copy 
to accelerator device

PWD004: Out of bounds array memory 
access 

PWD005: Array range copied to the GPU does 
not cover the used range

PWD006: Missing deep copy of 
non-contiguous data to the GPU

PWD007: Unprotected multithreading 
recurrence

PWD008: Unprotected multithreading 
recurrence due to out-of-dimension-bounds 
array access

Recommendations
PWR001: Declare global variables as function parameters

PWR002: Declare scalar variables in the smallest possible scope

PWR003: Explicitly declare pure functions

PWR004: Declare OpenMP scoping for all variables

PWR005: Disable default OpenMP scoping

PWR006: Avoid privatization of read-only variables

PWR007: Disable implicit declaration of variables

PWR008: Declare the intent for each procedure parameter

PWR009: Use OpenMP teams to offload work to GPU

PWR010: Avoid column-major array access in C/C++

PWR011: Outline loop to increase compiler and tooling code 
coverage

PWR012: Pass only required fields from derived data types as 
parameters

PWR013: Avoid copying unused variables to the GPU

PWR014: Out-of-dimension-bounds array access

PWR015: Avoid copying unnecessary array elements to the GPU

PWR016: Use separate arrays instead of an Array-of-Structs

Open Catalog of 
Defects and 
Recommendations 
specializing in 
Parallelism

https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd001/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd001/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd002/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd002/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd003/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd003/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd006/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd006/
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr001
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr002
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr003
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr004
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr005
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr006
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr007/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr008/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr009/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr010/
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr011
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr011
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr012
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr012
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr013
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr014/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr015
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr016


PWD001: 
Invalid OpenMP 
multithreading 
datascoping
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www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd001/ 

Find & fix bugs

https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd001/


PWD004: 
Out-of-memory-
bounds array 
access
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www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd004/ 

Find & fix bugs

https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd004/


PWD006: Missing 
deep copy of 
non-contiguous 
data to the GPU
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www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd006/ 

Find & fix bugs

https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd006/


PWD003: 
Missing array 
range in data 
copy to the GPU
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www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd003/ 

Find & fix bugs

https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd003/


PWD007: 
Unprotected 
multithreading 
recurrence
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www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd007/ 

Find & fix bugs

https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd007/


Stage 3: Optimize parallel code
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“Develop parallel code using C/C++/Fortran targeting multicore CPUs and GPUs”

Start Deploy
Stage 1:

Preparation of the code for 
parallelism

Stage 3:
Optimize your parallel code

Stage 2:
Create a parallel version 

of your code

Analyze the source code to assess if the 
code is well suited for parallelism 

(e.g. AoS vs SoA)

Modify the source code accordingly to 
write code adapted to parallelism

(e.g. refactor AoS as SoA)

Analyze the source code to identify 
opportunities for parallelization 

(e.g. loops, reductions)

Modify the source code to write correct 
parallel code for CPU

Optimize concurrency (synchronization)

Optimize data distribution

Optimize communication

Optimize load balancing

Optimize data locality

Optimize data affinity

Verify the correctness of the new source 
code adapted to parallelism
(e.g. debugging & testing)

Verify the correctness of the new parallel 
code

(e.g. debugging & testing, data-race free)

Verify the correctness of the optimized 
parallel code

(e.g. debugging & testing, free of data 
races and data movement issues)

Modify the source code to write correct 
parallel code for GPU

Modify the source code to write 
performance-portable parallel code



https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/

Defects

PWD001: Invalid OpenMP multithreading 
datascoping

PWD002: Unprotected multithreading 
reduction operation

PWD003: Missing array range in data copy to 
accelerator device

PWD004: Out of bounds array memory 
access 

PWD005: Array range copied to the GPU does 
not cover the used range

PWD006: Missing deep copy of 
non-contiguous data to the GPU

PWD007: Unprotected multithreading 
recurrence

PWD008: Unprotected multithreading 
recurrence due to out-of-dimension-bounds 
array access

Recommendations
PWR001: Declare global variables as function parameters

PWR002: Declare scalar variables in the smallest possible scope

PWR003: Explicitly declare pure functions

PWR004: Declare OpenMP scoping for all variables

PWR005: Disable default OpenMP scoping

PWR006: Avoid privatization of read-only variables

PWR007: Disable implicit declaration of variables

PWR008: Declare the intent for each procedure parameter

PWR009: Use OpenMP teams to offload work to GPU

PWR010: Avoid column-major array access in C/C++

PWR011: Outline loop to increase compiler and tooling code 
coverage

PWR012: Pass only required fields from derived data types as 
parameters

PWR013: Avoid copying unused variables to the GPU

PWR014: Out-of-dimension-bounds array access

PWR015: Avoid copying unnecessary array elements to the 
GPU

PWR016: Use separate arrays instead of an Array-of-Structs

Open Catalog of 
Defects and 
Recommendations 
specializing in 
Parallelism

https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd001/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd001/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd002/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd002/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd003/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd003/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd006/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwd006/
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr001
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr002
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr003
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr004
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr005
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr006
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr007/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr008/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr009/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr010/
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr011
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr011
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr012
https://appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr012
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr013
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr014/
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr015
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr015
https://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr016


PWR010: Avoid 
column-major 
array access in 
C/C++
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www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr010/ 

Optimize performance

http://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr010/


PWR009: Use 
OpenMP teams to 
offload work to 
GPU
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www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr009/ 

Optimize performance

http://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr009/


PWR015: Avoid 
copying 
unnecessary 
array elements to 
the GPU
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www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr015/ 

Optimize performance

http://www.appentra.com/knowledge/checks/pwr015/
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Introduction to Parallelware tools: 
Ensuring parallel programming best 

practices

Catalog of defects and  best practice 
recommendations

Parallelware 
Training Series
Motif-guided Parallelization of 
ZPIC with OpenMP and 
OpenACC


